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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Anna Valdez: Works Sighted 
June 3 - June 24, 2017 

SAN FRANCISCO - Hashimoto Contemporary 
is pleased to present “Works Sighted,” a solo 
show of new paintings by Anna Valdez. The 
artist will debut a series of observational still 
lifes, examining aesthetic history and personal 
identity through the objects of domestic space. 

Valdez constructs vibrant compositions that 
hum with pattern and slowly formulate through 
gestural detail. The exhibition title “Works 
Sighted” refers to the artists’s process of using 
immediate surroundings as a principle subject. 
The resulting works are “invention through observation”, and utilize the framework of the still 
life to create portraits of personal and collective memory. 

Valdez’s paintings are reflexive. The expression of her brush combined with the curation of the 
depicted objects pays homage to the history of the medium, and the distinguishable feature of 
lush greenery embodies the organic process of artistic creation. Her work analyzes traditions 
of value and the significance of ritual, in order to understand the magnitude of cultural 
communication within a personal sphere.  

With a background in anthropology, Valdez is a keen observer and closely formulates her 
subjects with meticulous intention. Instead of unearthing artifacts of a bygone age, she 
visualizes narratives empirically, connecting contemporary existence to deeply rooted cultural 
histories. In one piece entitled “Ways of Seeing”, Valdez paints a tableau from her studio. 
Plants frame a cluttered table-top of pictures, notes, and canonical visual texts. Rather than a 
passive recording of this narrative scene, her painting is embedded with whimsical subjectivity.  

Please join us for “Works Sighted”, opening Saturday, June 3 with an evening reception from 
6pm - 9pm, where the artist will be in attendance. This exhibition will be on view through 
Saturday, June  24. For more information, additional images, or exclusive content, please email 
us at info@hashimotocontemporary.com 
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WHAT:  
Anna Valdez: “Works Sighted” - solo exhibition  

WHERE: 
Hashimoto Contemporary 
804 Sutter Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

WHEN: 
Opening Night Reception: Saturday, June 3, 6pm - 9pm 
Show on view through Saturday, June 24 

RELEVANT LINKS: 
Anna Valdez: www.annavaldez.com 
Facebook event page: www.facebook.com/events/184411211969581  
Hashimoto Contemporary: hashimotocontemporary.com 

ABOUT THE GALLERY: 

Hashimoto Contemporary is located in San Francisco, CA. Our roster consists of an eclectic blend of new 
contemporary artists. With monthly rotating exhibitions, our programming focuses on a range of painting, 
sculpture and installation-based work. You can also visit us at a variety of international art fairs in Miami, New 
York, San Francisco and Los Angeles. 

ABOUT THE ARTIST: 

Raised in Sacramento, CA, Anna Valdez received her MFA in painting from Boston University in 2013. Her 
work has been exhibited in museums and galleries across the United States, such as the Masur Museum of 
Art, the Danforth Museum, Parts Gallery in Toronto, The Rebecca Hossack Gallery in NYC, BLOCK Gallery in 
Oakland, CATrestle Project Space in Brooklyn, and ENEM Art Space in Sacramento. Her work has been 
featured in numerous publications, such as New American Paintings (Issue No.105 & 115), Fresh Paint 
Magazine (Issue No.3.)Valdez’s work has won juried prizes at the Danforth Museum in Framingham, MA and 
the Sanchez Art Center in Pacifica, CA. 
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